Infrastructure
End-to-End Traditional, Cloud & Hybrid
IT Infrastructure

Nouveau Infrastructure Solutions and Services
The increasing demands for technology flexibility from remote working, Bring Your Own Device (BYOD),
virtualisation and Cloud is putting greater pressure on networks to deliver versatile yet highly-secure

and high-speed network infrastructure. Through provisioning class of service, consolidating IT systems
or complete or partial Cloud migration, Nouveau delivers free-flowing simplified networks without
bottlenecks, and maintains the right balance between speed, accessibility, reliability and security

Infrastructure Optimisation

At Nouveau, we provide solutions that resolve infrastructure
challenges and maximise return on investment. We provide
voice, data and security systems, as well as tailored
costeffective managed services from auditing your network
estate, through to design, configuration, implementation and
ongoing proactive network monitoring and support. From
core to edge for traditional, wireless, cloud or hybrid networks,
Nouveau can optimise your network to make it secure, highly
available and fast. We offer a broad range of integrated
system components that cover virtually all physical and
cloud layer needs, while our knowledge and expertise
enables us to create the right IT infrastructure solution to
meet each of our customer’s needs.

Simplified Network Management

Network management can be simplified with a converged
network infrastructure, virtualisation and unified
communication to reduce overall cost and leverage
communication enabled business processes. By converging
voice, data and other applications into a single system,
you can achieve increased productivity, lower costs, better
security, and ease of collaboration.

Data Storage

A secure reliable data storage solution is a must have for
every company. Nouveau can offer effective affordable
storage solutions, including virtualisation and cloud
capability to reduce operational costs, provide intuitive
management consoles, leverage advanced software
functionality and boost productivity.
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Nouveau Infrastructure Services

We can source, install, configure and support your IT
infrastructure, with expertise in:
• Infrastructure Audits

• Switches

• Network Consolidation

• Cabling

• Virtualised servers

• Security

• Voice & VOIP

• Business Continuity

• Secure Data Storage

• Disaster Recovery

• Servers

• In-house Software Development

• Routers

• Proactive Network Monitoring

Technology Maintenance Strategy

Infrastructure can often appear to be a costly and unpredictable budget item, with many organisations veering between a 3-5
year cyclical replacement and the “when it fails” replace it strategy. But working with the right technology partner, you can gain
insight into what should be replaced and when, to make informed maintenance decisions, as well as understand what new and
progressive networking options are available to you and how they can benefit your business operations.

Why Choose Nouveau?

Whether your goals are to take advantage of new technology
capabilities, simplify network management, safeguard
data or reduce operating costs, we can supply all your
infrastructure requirements, and support you with:

• Knowledge and Expertise
• Customer-Centric Approach
• IT Support Excellence
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